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"A nuanced mediation on love, identity, and belonging. This story of survival radiates with
resilience and hope."—Publishers Weekly, starred review"This openhearted memoir . . . opens
the door to include queer descendants of war survivors into the growing American library of
love.” —Sarah Schulman, author of Let the Record ShowWhen Putsata Reang was eleven
months old, her family fled war-torn Cambodia, spending twenty-three days on an overcrowded
navy vessel before finding sanctuary at an American naval base in the Philippines. Holding what
appeared to be a lifeless baby in her arms, Ma resisted the captain’s orders to throw her bundle
overboard. Instead, on landing, Ma rushed her baby into the arms of American military nurses
and doctors, who saved the child's life. “I had hope, just a little, you were still alive,” Ma would tell
Put in an oft-repeated story that became family legend.Over the years, Put lived to please Ma
and make her proud, hustling to repay her life debt by becoming the consummate good
Cambodian daughter, working steadfastly by Ma’s side in the berry fields each summer and
eventually building a successful career as an award-winning journalist. But Put's adoration and
efforts are no match for Ma's expectations. When she comes out to Ma in her twenties, it's just a
phase. When she fails to bring home a Khmer boyfriend, it's because she's not trying hard
enough. When, at the age of forty, Put tells Ma she is finally getting married—to a woman—it
breaks their bond in two.In her startling memoir, Reang explores the long legacy of inherited
trauma and the crushing weight of cultural and filial duty. With rare clarity and lyric wisdom, Ma
and Me is a stunning, deeply moving memoir about love, debt, and duty.
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kathleen g, “fascinating. This is beautifully written memoir about a Cambodian family, trauma,
identity, and reconciliation. Reang defied expectations when she survived her family's exodus
from Cambodia and again after many years of conformity, she came out. She skillfully weaves in
the history of Cambodia but more importantly the impact of the Khmer Rouge on the Cambodia
people. Her father's trouble adjusting to life in the US and their difficult early years here is all
wrapped in her relationship with her mother. Her mother expects so much and she never lets up,
despite Reang's achievements. Hardest is her mother's unwillingness to accept her for herself.
It's important to note that Reang doesn't come off as bitter. She's questioning but she's not
bitter.  Thanks to Netgalley for the ARC.  It's a fascinating read.”

Tom Miller, “A beautiful answer to Tucker Carlson’s racist attacks. A truly American story
beautifully written of a mother’s journey escaping from the U.S. bombing of Cambodia in its ill-
conceived war in Vietnam only to escape with her family from the killing fields of the Khmer
Rouge. It is eloquently told by an accomplished journalist and writer whose life would have
ended as an infant had her mother obeyed the order of a ship’s captain. This timely story of
immigration and struggle comes when non-white immigrants are under attack . If only those who
speak out against new immigrants and African Americans could read this book they just might
realize how wrong they are. For the rest of us whose lives probably never faced the existential
struggles faced by Ms. Reang’s family we owe respect and awe - and thanks for enriching the
American dream by their presence.”

The book by Putsata Reang has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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